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Memorandum 

Depart: Legal Execution System Development and Appraisement of Property Division 

LED Circular Letter No. 3               Date 14th February B.E. 2560 (2017)       

Subject: Practice guide in specifying time frame in arranging distribution account in civil cases 

To Director of Divisions and Offices in Legal Execution Department 

   To set a fast, effective, and unified approach of proceed distribution in civil cases to interested 

person, the Legal Execution Department hereby specifies time frame in arranging distribution account in civil 

cases for the Legal Execution Office nationwide to comply as follows;  

  1. Seizure of property cases 

   1.1 In case of no interference in arranging distribution account, the time frame 

will be within 45 days counting from the date of receiving money to the date that the enforcement officer 

notifies to the interested person verify the distribution account or to the date of money transfer to the Legal 

Execution Office holding the case. (in case of enforcement for other courts) 

   1.2 In case where there is an  interference in arranging distribution account, the time 

frame will be within 45 days counting from the date of the lapse of the interference to the date that the 

enforcement officer notifies the interested person to verify the distribution account or the date that money 

is transferred to the Legal Execution Office holding the case. (in case of enforcement for other courts) 

   2.  Attachment of debtor’s monetary claims;  

   2.1 In case of a one-time attachment and no interference in arranging distribution 

account, the time frame will be within 30 days counting from the date of receiving money to the date that 

the enforcement officer notifies the interested person to verify the distribution account. 

    2.2 In case of a continuous attachment and no interference in arranging 

distribution account, the time frame will be within 30 days counting from the date of full payment for 

arranging distribution account to the date that the enforcement officer notifies the interested person to 

verify the distribution account. 

   2.3 In case where there is an interference in arranging distribution account, the 

time frame will be within 30 days counting from the date of the lapse of the interference to the date that the 

enforcement officer notifies the interested person to verify the distribution account. 

  Please be informed and comply accordingly. 

      Signed 
      (Ms. Ruenvadee Suwanmongkol) 

       Director-General  

          Legal Execution Department 
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